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ENVIRONMENT ANDMAN
IN THEYOUNGCOASTALPLAIN
OF WEST SURINAME

A.H. VERSTEEG~

Résumé
Cette communication traite des données archéologiqueset géologiques du littoral de l'ouest de
Surinam. Les processus dynamiques reconnus par les données géologiques et archéologiques
ont un trait en commun : les dynamiques orientées est-ouest sont caractéristiques de tous les
processus et développements observés. Ceci démontre la forte inter-relation entreles
développements côtiers et l'occupation humaine dans cette aire durant la Préhistoire.
Abstract
This paper discusses archaeological and geological dataof the coastal area of West Suriname.
The dynamic processes recorded by geological and archaeological data have one feature in
common : east-West oriented dynamics are characteristic ofal1 processes and developments
observed. This demonstrates the strong interrelationship between coastal developments and
the human occupation of this area in prehistory.
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INTRODUCTION

Earth scientists study the developments of landscapes; archaeologists the
human activitiesthat occurred in these landscapes in the past. The data of the
former are useful
for the latter and vice versa.
This especially is true in coastal areas. Therewe find three ecozones
(habitats), each with a characteristic soi1 type and vegetation (and fauna): zones
dominated by Salt-,brackish-, and freshwater, respectively.This landscape was
particularly attractive to prehistoric man.
Villages often are found in the fresh-water dominatedarea at such locations
that all three ecozonescan be exploited: in the Guianas just south of the brackish
- freshwater boundary. Different food types and other useful items
can be found
in each of the ecozones. An excellent environmentfor populations with a broadspectrum-economy.

(1)
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The large, relatively low coastal areas and wetlands of Surinme, Guyana,
and the West ofFrench Guyana had that attractivity
to prehistoric mm: numemus
Indian settleqents were situated in such a border-situation, like the sites discussed in this papr.
hchacological research hasstopped since some5 y e m ago in Suknme. The
situation is more favorablein the field of eath sciences: relevant discussionson
the development of the coastal plain of gustinus et al. (19
burg (1985), Teunissen (1989), and Wong (1989), among otheps, contribute to
m understanding ofsome of the developments.
This paper tries to integrate some of the arcRaeological data and insights
reached in the last 2%years into the geologic data of the lmdscape of West
Surhame. M a t conclusions can be drawn from dated archaeological contextson
the development of the landscape? This discussion focuses on the interrelationship between periodsof long-standing fresh-water regimesin the coastd
wetlmds, human Settlements exploiting that
ecozone (md the brackish- and saltwater ones) andthe long-tem development ofcoasd Suriname.

Two setsof data describe the development of the YoungCoastal Plain of west
Surinme. These setsof data do not fit without problems. They are the ~ s u l 'oft
1. conventional geological research focussing on the stratigraphy
2. studies of the present coastal developments consisting of erosion and
gpowth of the csast, of mud, sand md shell trans rt and deposition.
The former research primarily studies the subsoil,
the latter air photographs of
the past 46 yeams md ongoing depositionand erosion.
An important phase in the development of the coastd plain occurs ca
6600 years ago: the sea level reaches its present level. The csast line of west
Sufiname is situated 36-68 knn south of the present one in that pfiod of time.
T R Comnie-depsits
~
are nowin that area suMividecl into:
1. the Wanicaphase (depsited ca 6680-3500 BP)
2. the Moleson phase that startsca 2800 BP
3. the youngest, the Comowine phase
lasts up to now.
These phases were distinguished by Brinkman& Pons (1968) on a lithological basis,and in combination with 14C datings. These depositional phasesare
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interpreted as periods in which marine influence (resulting in Clay deposition)
dominated coastal developments.
The periods between Wanica and Moleson and between Moleson and Comowine are interpreted as periods of non-deposition c.q. oferosion (Roeleveld &
Van Loon, 1979). As a result of
the erosion Sand is transported to the Coast and
cheniers are deposited.
This state of affairs may resultin less or no marine influence
in the hinterland.
There peat grows locally under prevailing fresh water conditions. The freshwater is adduced by creeks fromthe south.
This present landscape is the net end-result of al1 processes in action.
This implies that we have no evidence of processesthat are not represented in
this end-result. For instance, if the Suriname Coast was
situated 2 km north of the
present one 600years ago and ifthat partof the Coast eroded away since
that time
without leaving a trace to us, we cannot see the reflectionof this process in the
present landscape.
We understand at present the dynamic processes
that predominate the coastformation processes much better than before, thanks to the studies of Augustinus, Rine & Ginsburg, and others.
A large quantity of Amazon Clayis transported along the Suriname coast
in the
shape of slingmud (pelitein suspension) and mud banks. The banks are connected to the Coast. They are separated from eachother by deeper parts ofthe shelf:
the troughs (Augustinus, 1978).
The average length of mud banks is ca 30 km; the trough behind it is ca
15 km. The mud banks move to the Westby erosion at the east side and
deposition (growth) at the West side. Differences in the consolidation of the
slingmud are an important factor in this process: deposition of slingmud and
wave-damping predominatein the West; wave-damping propertiesare not present
in the east. Erosionis the result ofthe larger wave-energy.
This large wave-energy adduces Sand fromthe sea-floor. This is deposited in
the shape of east-West oriented Sand barsor cheniers. They form relativelyhigh
ridges in the landscape: the compaction of these sandshell bodies is much less
than that of the deposited Clay around them.
The cheniers may erode away later,
by renewed erosion forces. Altematively,
a mud bank can be deposited in front of the chenier. It becomes part of the
landscape then, functioning as barriei
a
to fresh-water creeks from
the south and
to Salt-water penetrationin the wetlands behindthe Coast. Under such conditions
a fresh-water zone relativelynear to the Coast comes into being and creeks and
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rivers me deflected to the west until theyc m break k o u g h the coastd barriers
and discharge ints the sea.
relationship exists between the different landscapes md the processes of
emsion md deposition.
obsewed processes can be understood in a system
that is valid for the c o a t of the Guimas.The total cyclus ofdeposition, emsion,
and depositon t&es some 36 years, according to gusthus (1978).
The Coast of WestSuriPlme ha some chuacteristics of its own: l x @ chenier
complexes occurin the east, but they are rare in the west. This is espcidly true
in the wea where Indians built momds in prehistsry (cf. fig. 1; grey areas =
cheniers).

The

It is striking that the oldest settlements found up
to now are nst situated on the

cheniers, which are felativelyhigh smdy naturd locations for villages: the sldest
settlement is an mificidly built-up mound situated in the m a where no cheniers
occur, at least at present. %tis found in combination with anotherone situated on
the s m e creek. Combinations of 2 ca 136 m dimeter, 2 m high mournds at a few
km apart is typicdfor West Sulinme.
These mounds, Buckleburg-9 and-2 were built upfrom ca 1700 BP on: the
resdt of dating of WOQB h m the claylayer a few cm a b v e the Fat. The builtup clay layers are situated on a subsoil in which peat is a stdcing stratigraphie
unit. This peat grew during fresh-water conditions: such conditions predominated ktween the Moleson and Comowine depositional phases (Versteeg,
1985).
Peat c m only have grown there during periods of limited or no marine
influence in this area. This implies that it was situated then at a considerable
distance €rom the seea. Altematively, chenierscan have pmtected this xea against
sdt water intrusion.
Clay layers were built up by the Indians to make.the Buckleburg sites high
and dry locationsfor villages. (Perhaps part of the present clay layers is natural
deposition : see Versteeg, 1985). The circular moundof ca 130 m diameter was
built up within208 years upto a level of 2 m above the surroundingday sur€ace
(fig. 2). Several 'habitation layers (levels with loads of garbage such as
pstsherds and food-re-mains) are foundin the mounds. The characteristic Early
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Mabaruma pottery was only foundat Buckleburg in Suriname; manysuch sites
(no mounds)are described by Evans& Meggers (1960) from Guyana.
The highest levelof the mound was reached ca 1300 BP; precisely
the period
in which 2 other mounds were built up West of Buckleburg: Hertenrits and
Wageningen-1 (fig. 1). The peat under these mounds is dated ca 1300 BP and
they are characterized by a different style of pottery: Hertenrits-style. Excavations
in the sites of both moundkultures bythe author yielded muchinformation on
the subsistence base of both the early and the late group. Subsistence of both
groups is based on agriculture at artificially raised square (early, 1700-1000 BP)
and rectangular (late 1000-700 BP) plots,
on which cassava(Manihot utilissima)
was cdtivated.
(Zea Mais) may have
Data on Venezuelan maize dispersion suggest that maize
played a rolein the latest Hertenrits phase, dated1000-700
ca
BP. Such a theory
is proposed by Roosevelt (1980), however, no archaeological proof was found
up to now in Suriname for such a change of the basic food.Neither is there any
evidence for an increase in the population (in surface area of the sites
or number.
of sites in this specific period), such as Roosevelt found in Venezuela in the
'maize-periods'.
Protein was supplied mainly by deer and cayman; fish, manatee, otter, and
birds were eaten on a more infrequent base, accordingto the frequency of the
bones found in the midden-layers of both mounds with
Hertenrits style pottery
(Versteeg, 1985).
A third important areais situated in the West of the area studied here: the Prins
Bernhard Polder site (cf. fig. 1) dated in the late Hertenrits period. Thick peat
A large quantity of specific finds suggests
layers are underlying small hills here.
that this site had the function of ceremonial terrain.
The peat datings are particularly interesting here. It was possible
to date the
top and the bottom of
the peat layer. The results suggest that peat grewfor
here
a
long period: between ca 1300 and 1000 BP (table 1). These datings form a
terminus post quem for the use of the terrain by theTndians. The artifacts are
found in.the Clay layer on top of the peat. For all discussed sites holdstrue that
the Indians made use of the rich resources and the fertility that was present
during the long fresh-water period in these wetlands. The only reasonable
explanation of their mound building activities
is the high levelof the fresh-water
swamp at the end of the rainy season. .

Peat occurs under the discussed archaeological sites. It was growing before
the inhabitation bythe Indians. This p a t is dated fmm east to West: BucHeburg1 (1700 BP); Hertenrits md Wageningen-1 (1308 BP); Psins Bernhard Polder
(1300-1000). One peat dating is the ~ s u lof
t a smple that does not smginate
from an archaeological site.The sample was collected at Burnsidenear a small
mound,just south of a chenier (cf.fig.1). 'This peat is ca 2100 years old(see for
a discussion of this smple Versteeg, 1985, note 13). M e n the datings on
fmm this part of the West SurinameCoastal Plain are listed, the result is
an east-West length of ca 80 km,the eastemmost sample is dated at ca
BP, that ca 20 k m to the West at ca 1700 BP, that on 20 more km at
1366 BP, and the westemost sample at ca 1
BP (cf. table 1). The samples
are few, but their reliability is enhanced by the Pesults of datings of the overlying
cultural layers wnichare slightly youngerin dl 3 archaeological sites.
The present author interpets the dating of the peat-layersas a terminus ante
for the stwt of the local freshwater predominated conditions. On the bais
of the presently availabledata it is probable that the Moleson
depsitional phase
stoppd much exlier in the east of the studiedarea than in the West.
On the basis of the archaeological datathe conclusion is drawn that the fkshwater predominated phase did last at least a few centuries at the location of the
3 clusters of hdian activities: only fmh-water conditions are compatible with a
permanent. hdian inhabitation and with cassava (or maize ?) cultivation on raised
fields.
This implies that the area of Buckleburg was fresh-water dominated from
1700-1300 BP, Wageningen-l/Hertenrits from 1308-1000 BP, and Prins
Bernhard Polder from ca 1300-800BP. Some doubt existson the kind of human
activities at Psins Bernhard Polder because it is not sure this site was used for
inhabitation. On the other hand, this site precisely has the thickest peat layer of
which the top and bttom section span a few centuries: pmof of long-standing
fi-esh-water-conditions.
The archaeobgicaldata permit someother interesting conclusions:there most
probably is no net coastal accretion in the m a of the BucMeburg and Hertenrits/
Wageningen-1 sites: it is improbable that the coast was situated south of the
present coastline during the prehistoric inhabitation. This situation only
cm have
existed in case of a substantial chenier complex between thesites and the coast.

,
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Such a situation is not probable in this part of the Coast where no impressive
chenier complexes are found now.
It is highly remarkable that all sites have a peaty subsoil.
Peat is not common
in this part of the Coastal Plain. The only explanation be
canthat it is a positive,
cultural choice of the Indians, without a relation to the physical properties of
peat. The choicefor a creek-side location
is a more rational one.
INTERPRETATION GEOLOGICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
DATA

The 2 'landscape data' sets demonstrate developments that have a cyclus of
millennia (a very large scale) and decennia (small scale), respectively. The
archaeological data are related to the fresh-water phase between Moleson and
Comowine. The developments thatare registered by the archaeological data have
one element in common with the geological ones: they demonstrate a cyclusdirection from east to West. The present author interprets the discussed data as
striking parallels between the large-scale developments (Wanica depositional
phase - non-depositional phase- Moleson depositional phase- non-depositional
phase - Comowine depositional phase) and the small-scale cycli.
The developments suggested by the archaeological data occur from east to
West in periods of centuries, not decennia such asthe recent developments do.
The cyclus is part of the large-scale cycli. East-West dynamics are a striking
and small-scale) and also of
element of the geological developments (large-scale
the archaeological developments.
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Figure 2 The oldest Indian site in coasial Suriname: The Buckleburg-1 momd.
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